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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The ultimate aim of this study is to determine the 
difference between the memory of pictures, and the recall of 
mental images in the seventh and eighth grades. A secondary 
purpose is to determine the importance of pupil interest in 
relation to image abilities. 
The underlying basis for this study is the current 
trend upon the part of publishers to illustrate all types of 
reading material, from the popular comic book, to the standard 
classroom text. The belief behind this is the assumption that 
reading will be more comprehensive if accompanied by illus-
trations. 
According to psychologists, and the Eidetic schools 
of thought, most children posses ability in imagery not only 
visual but other phases as well. If this is true, than illus-
trations, instead of being a definite aid in reading, may tend 
to hinder the pupil with good imagery and slow down the process 
of reading. The conflictions between an artists conception of 
a particular scene., and a pupils image may be undesirable. 
I 
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RELATED RESEARCH 
The research material for this study has been selected 
from previous works on mental imagery, memory, and introspection. 
Mental imagery is not a new field of study in that 
educators and psychologists have been concerned with its ple_ce 
in our mental thinking processes for many years. 
Dennault .states, "Since the time of Aristotle educators 
have recognized that the function of images is important to 
learning." 
)} 
Concerning this \ioodworth says, 11 The existence of 
great individual differences in imagery was first announced by 
Fechner (1860), and later, with fuller evidence, by Galton 
(1800)." 
y 
The study of imagery prior to Galton's time had been 
mostly speculative, and in the latter 1800's, Francie Galton 
undertook scientific measures to determine the importance of 
imagery in our mental proc~sses. 
1/ Edna Dennault, 11 Effects of Illustratione in Stories on The 
Mental Imagery of Children in Grade Four." 
Unpublished Ed. Thesis, Boston University, 
(1944) p.2. 
g( Robert Woodworth, Experimental Psychology (New York: Henry 
Holt Company, 19)8) p.)9. jl 
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IM..4.GERY DEFINED 
Imagery as used in this study, may refer to a word 
or a group of words, which may appeal to one of the senses. 
They are generally listed by psychologists as follows: 
Visual--------sight (bright, yellow, hair) 
Auditory------hearing (rumble, horn, shout) 
Gustatory---- -taste (pickles, sweet, sour) 
Olfactory-----smell (bacon frying, coffee, paint) 
Tactual-------touch (smooth, rough, hairy) 
Keineethetic--muscular (squirm, heave, pull) 
Concerning imagery Perrin states, 111tlhether a ree.der 1 s 
senses are actually aroused depends chiefly on his suggestibility. 
Some are easily stimulated by words; some are more sensitive 
to one sense than the other. For the study of imagery, it is 
enough that words capable of suggesting sensory images are 
present; we cannot be sure of the response of anyone but our-
selves." 
];/ 
!/ Porter G. Perrin, An Index To English (New York: Scott 
Foresman Company, 19;9) P• ;25. 
,, 
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It has been generally found that some words may have a 
stronger power to create images than others; for example, 
"grasping11 \'i'Ould seem more vivid than 11 taking 11 • 
Imagery is of two types: That which is based on past 
experiences, and that which is produced by putting together 
various segments of experiences. For example: If you were 
told to describe a boat in which you had recently taken a trip, 
you would be able to draw on your past experience to create a 
clear image. However, if you were told to describe a boat 
which you had never seen, the image would be made of segments 
put together to form a whole, quite probably from various 
former experiences. 
EIDETIC IMAGERY 
Some adults and children may see for hours, objects 
at which they have looked. These are similar to hallucinations, 
but for the fact that the person knows there is nothing rea lly 
there. This is called 11 eidetic imagery 11 • 
Vrurphy states, "There are many types of eidetic 
images. Some are plastic, rich, intimately interwoven with the 
4 
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emotional life of the individual, and may be subject to 
voluntary control. In other 11 eidetic 11 individuals the images 
are unchs.ngeable and unrelated to personal \'fishes or interests. 
Eidetic images are probably richer in early childhood than 
later." 
y 
Psychologists appear to believe that abstract 
thinking, or words are also related to eidetic images, and that 
our present system of formal education may tend to destroy this 
type of image in many persons. 
The majority of persons tend to be strongest in 
visual imagery, but a person who can bring into play many 
senses in their image, strong and clear, are said to posses 
eidetic imagery. The lay person might refer to this ability to 
see an object in the mind 1 s eye, hours after, as 
11 photographic memory". 
Imagery is not necessary, or essential to the thought 
process, although recall may be. Ruch, in reference to this 
claims, 11 People who do not have imagery, or who have very little 
I 
I 
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of it, recall their facts through \'Tords or other symbols. 11 
y 
Neither is the ability to create images an indi-
cation of intelligence or retarde.tion. Many well educated 
people do not have imagery, yet others may. Children, or less 
gifted persona, may be strong in their ability to create images. 
11 Peraone engaged in the highest and most complicated 
type of thinking such as mathematical analysis, are likely to 
be defi cient in visual imagery . Poincere, the great French 
mathematician , \faa very poor i n visual imagery ." 
y 
Afte r careful study in the thought process, and the 
arousing of images, Fox concludes, 11 That images occur in 
greatest numbers when the situation does not permit action, 
or when movement i s di fficult, and that few images occur when 
a ction is easy and routine." 
~ 
!/ Floyd L. Ruch, Psychology and Life. (New York: Scott 
Foresman Company,-r941) 
?J l oc. cit. P• )87. 
2/ J. c. Fox, 11 The Conditions ~lhich Arouse Mental Images In 
Thought," British Journal of Psychology 1914-
Vol. VI. pps. 420-4)1. 
,, 
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IMAGERY AND ITS USE 
Ruch refers to imagery as a sport and states, 
"Through the recall of images i n our various sense departments 
we are able to enjoy situations far removed in apace or time." 
y 
Persons interviewed prior to the actual testing of 
the school children, seemed either to be unaware of their own 
use of mental imagery; or knowing it was there, had given it 
little thought. Some expressed amazement to think that people 
actually saw pictures in their mind, and others were equally 
surprised to think that all persons did not see images, just as 
they did. 
Do we not at some time, recall images of persons 
or places? "I can see it now, as clear, as though .I were 
there." Indeed it may be a sport to those persona capable of 
enjoying good imagery. 
Galton believes that were it not for the use of 
imagery, people engaged in creative mechanical and artistic 
work, would not be able to conceive new objects or forma. 
):} Floyd Ruch, ~· cit. P• 387. 
Cert inly , mechanics, engineers, de s igners, invent ors, must 
f orm an image of the whole in their mind before they begin the 
a ctual construction. 
Concerning the use of imagery Galton states, 11 It is 
a faculty that is of importance in al l mechanical and artistic 
operations, that gives accuracy to our perceptions, and just-
ness to our generalizations; is starved by lazy disuse, instead 
of being cultivated judiciously in such a way as will on the 
1/ 
whole bring the best return. 11 -
INTROSPECTION 
In compiling recorded material for the study of 
mental imagery, it is necessary for the interviewer to resort 
to introspective techniques. In this the interviewer is 
wholly dependent on the interviewed fo r his data. As Perrin 
states, 11\ie can be sure of the images of no one but ourselves." 
In recording human mannerisms, educators and 
psychologists have at their command only two methods for 
interpretation. That of introspection, where the person being 
!/ Francie Galton, InquirY Into Human Faculty (New Yorks 
Macmillian and Company, 188;) P• 114. 
g! Porter Perrin, An Index to English (New York: Scott 
Foresman Company, 19;9) p. ;2;. 
y 
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studied gives a report on himself; and behavior, where a 
trained person records actions and mannerisms as he observes 
them. 
The introspective technique has many limitations, 
but is the only method we have of recording what takes place 
within one 1 s self. 
In discussing introspection Ruch states, 11 Intro-
spection has its limitations because the introspections of 
different individuals must be reported in the same language 
to be directly comparable. When the thing to be described is 
an external object, you can look at it, and eo can everyone 
else. You can all agree on a particular name. But when the 
thing to be described takes place within us, we can never be 
quite certain that it is exactly the same thing ths.t goes on 
in the mind of the other person. Two persons may call the 
same piece of paper green, but we cannot be entirely certain 
they have the same inner experience when they do so." 
y 
!/ Floyd Ruch, Psychology and Life (New York: Scott Foresman 
Company, 1941:) P• 387. 
1.0 
Introspection has further restrictions in that it 
cannot be used with animals, non-trained persona, young 
children or very old people. y 
Ardra Wavle, prior to her study of mental imagery, 
studied introspective techniques before attempting to interview 
and record her findings. 
Vaughn, in reference to introspection states, 11 An 
introspective experiment involves one peculiar difficulty in 
that the subject is at once both the observer and the observed. 
Expert introspection can be achieved only by long training. 11 
y 
REPRODUCTIVE IMAGINATION 
In reference to memory in this study, the in-
vestigator is concerned with the ability to report on an 
illustration after a specified time limit. Most all good 
psychology books report and interpret the use of memory; 
tl 
therefore it is sufficient to only briefly explain the finer 
points of memory. 
]/ Ardra Wavle, Imagery in Silent Reading. Unpublished Ed. 
Thesis, Boston University, 19?9· 
gj Wayland Vaughan, (New York: Odyssey Press, 1939·) p. 41. 
ll 
Memory is organized into four separate functions; 
that of learning, retaining, recalling, and organizing. Con-
cerning memory, Vaughan states, 11 The mind works as a whole. 
When the mind is pointed toward the past, the individual 
remembers. An individual learns, retains, recalls, and 
recognizes by organizing experience according to definite sorts 
of relations. 11 
y 
Transfer and association related to past experience, 
is a definite aid to memory. It is interesting to note that, 
attention is condusive to good memory; and that most persons 
are failing to some extent, in their general observations, 
unless they have the will and need to attend. 
In addition to attention, recall as a part of memory 
is dependent upon these fact ors: vividness, primacy, frequency, 
and recency. 
Recent events are likely to be recalled more easily. 
Time dims memory and serves to confuse an individual when 
called upon to report past inci dents; however, events that occur 
):j Wayland Vaughan, ~· cit., p. 429. 
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only five minutes previous, me.y not be accurately rece.lled by 
individuals. 
In reference to the fallacy of memory, Murphy se.ys, 
11 If e. picture is shown briefly over and over e.ge.in, one me.y by 
e. series of 2ounces upon different parts of the picture, 
gradually find himself e.ble to answer new questions much better. 
But in general, one remembers not by calling up e. mental 
picture, but by getting hold of certain items, by saying them 
to himself, tracing outlines, with the eyes, or making some 
definite response. One will usually remember exactly what he 
has noticed and nothing more. Even five seconds after the 
observation, things not directly noticed cannot be reported 
upon. A great deal of what was clearly noted has disintegrated 
in memory. 11 
11 
The experimenter was very interested in the above 
report, due to the nature of this study. 
!/ Gardner Murphy, ,2£• cit. , p. ~0~. 
~==~==~======-==--=--=-======= 
This study attempts to evaluate the following: 
1. The reported differences on the memory of illus-
trations, versus mental images. 
2. The importance of pupil interest in relation to 
imagery. 
;. The relationship between a child 1 s image, and 
the child 1 s intelligence quotient. 
4. The constancy of imagery on the part of the child. 
5· The association with past experience on the 
effects of imagery. ' 
6. The possible preference for a person 1 s own image 
over the illustrations of an artist. 
.'. ·l 
CHAPTER II 
PLAN OF EXPERIMENT 
II 
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CHAPTER II 
PLAN OF EXPERIMENT 
This study was prepared in an attempt to determine 
whether or not pupils with the ability to create good mental 
images, will also have equal ability in reproductive imagina-
tion in the seventh and eighth grades. A secondary purpose is 
to determine the importance of pupil interest in relation to 
image abilities. 
SELECTION OF MATERIALS 
In preparing this experiment, it was necessary for 
the investigator to select four colored illustrations from 
current magazines. After carefully selecting the pictures, 
four short paragraphs were written based on the material 
presented in the illustrations, and as closely related as 
possible. The general theme of the short selections contained 
words or thoughts which would help to stimulate the process of 
mental imagery. The selections were read by the third and 
fourth grades to eliminate any possibility that the. words 
1 · 
would not fall within the reading range of the seventh and 
eighth grades. 
The four paragraphs included in this experiment are 
outdoor scenes. Imagery is based on past experiences, and the 
selections chosen have a theme peculiar to New England. These 
same materials might not evoke any interest or image, if they 
were to be administered in another section of the country. 
PRE-TEST PROCEDURE 
Several weeks prior to the actual testing for this 
experiment, the investigator attempted to familiarize both 
himself and the pupils with the procedure necessary to record 
as accurately as possible individual responses . As the children 
had not given much thought to their abilities in mental imagery 
prior to this time, possible confliction and uncertainty in 
response, might arise as a reslut of indigent indoctrination. 
In an attempt to orient the pupils, several selected 
sentences, or short phrases were given to the class as a whole. 
In this manner pupils became .familiar with the demands expected 
of them, and at the same time conscious of the fact that same 
of their own classmates had images entirely different from 
their own. 
The examiner gave the following directions: "Some 
people see pictures in their minds when they read a story, 
whereas others do not. This is no indication of how ~art, 
or how slow a person may be. Some famous doctors, lawyers, 
etc., may have good imagery, while others who are just as in-
telligent may not. Other people who cannot read very well may 
have a better picture for.m in their mind than people who are 
expert readers. Remember, no marks will be given on your 
results, and nothing will be held against you whether you do, 
or do not see pictures in your mind when you read. 
I want you to listen carefully, and then tell me if 
you see a picture when I read this sentence, 1Jane was feeding 
the cat on the back porch.' Do any of you see a picture? Is 
it clear? Do you see any colors? What does Jane look like? 
What is she wearing? Is she alone? How old is she? Can you 
just see Jane, or everything around her? What time is it'l Is 
it winter, or summer? Hot or cold? Where were you? In the 
picture? Were any of you Jane? Or wae it like looking at a 
picture in a book?" 
Several times previous to the actual testing for 
this study, similar sentences were given to the class. The 
majority of the pupils looked forward to this experimenting, 
and seemed to thoroughly enjoy it. 
TEST PROCEDURE 
The paragraphs and illustrations in this study were 
presented to thirty-four pupils individually, in the seventh 
and eighth grades. The average time for testing each pupil 
I' was one hour and fifteen minutes. 
The four separate paragraphs were presented singly 
to each person interviewed. The pupil was allowed to read the 
story only once. This was followed by a series of questions 
based on the paragraph. Seriously retarded reade.rs were given 
help with any word they did not know, though the story was not 
18 
read to them. 
After the subject had read the material he was 
allowed to recite in free response about the picture formed in 
hie mind. This was followed by a series of questions asked by 
the instructor from a set form, leading from the general 
description to a more detailed account. The answers were 
recorded as accurately as possible, verbatim, as each pupil 
gave a different account of hie picture. Some gave de.tailed 
responses, whereas others were vague, or saw no image at all. 
At the end of approximately a weeke time, the same 
pupils were shown actual pictures which were closely related 
to · the original paragraphs. The pupils were then questioned 
as to whether or not the actual picture was anything like the 
one formed in their mind when they read the story. Pupils 
were given the opportunity to free l y respond, and then 
questioned on the illustration for accuracy of memory. 
In testing there was the possibility that the children 
would get together and talk over their interviews, and in this 
:l9 
manner come primed with set answers. The instructor attempted 
to overcame this by rotating the pictures, stories, and 
presenting them in a different order at different interviews. 
Due to the manner of the study and the introspective technique, 
it was necessary to rely on the honesty and trustworthyness of 
the subjects. The pupils were asked not to talk over the 
test material until all had been completed. As far as can be 
ascertained, the pupils did co-operate to the utmost, and 
enjoyed the work very much. In fact many of them inquired, 
11How soon before it will be my turn? 11 
A sample paragraph, illustration, test questions, 
and selected responses have been included. 
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STORY I 
During the night fresh snow had fallen, making it 
just right for eliding. The snow was still heavy on the trees, 
and the morning air was clear as crystal. Tommy pulled his 
sled to the top of the hill by the trees, turned it around, 
hopped on, and went zooming down the hill. The air whistled 
by hie ears, and his scarf flew out behind him. What a II 
wonderful feeling! 
QUESTIONS FOR STORY I 
Name: 
--------------------
As you read the story did you see any picture in 
your mind? Yes: No: 
Did you see the picture clearly? Hazys ___ Fairly 
Clears ___ Very Clears 
Free Response 
Tell me all you can about your picture. 
Prompted Response 
1. Were you there yourself, or just watching 
someone else? 
2. Did you see any trees? 
;. What about the hill? 
4. Could you see the sled? 
5· Was Tommy sitting on the sled? 
6. Can you describe Tommy? 
7• What colora did you see? 
8. Was Tommy alone? 
9. Did you hear any sounds? 
10. Could you feel anything? 
11. Could you see the bottom of the hill? 
12. Could you see anything else from the hill? 
1). Did you have any feeling about Tommy? 
14. Has the picture changed any since we talked 
about it? 
15. Is there anything more you wish to add about 
your picture? 

QUESTIONS FOR PICTURE I 
Name: 
-------------------
Can you still see the picture in your mind? Is it: 
Hazy!__ Fairly Clear_: __ Very Clear_: __ 
Does this picture look anything like the one you 
made in your mind, after you read the story about Tommy? 
Yea: _ No:_ Partly:_ All:_ 
Free Response 
Tell me all you can about the picture you just looked 
at. 
Prompted Response 
1. Did you see a road, or suggestion of a road? 
2. Did you see any trees? 
)• ifuat kind of a sled did he have? 
4. Is the hill steep? 
24 
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5· How old is the boy? 
6. What is he wearing? 
1· Did the boy look happy? 
8. Does this picture look like anything you have 
seen, or experienced? 
9· Did you like the picture? Was this picture 
Better than your own? vlhich do you prefer? 
10. What objects and colore seemed to stand out the 
best, after looking at the picture? 
11. If you had your choice, which would you rather 
do? Read, look a_t pictures, or both? 
25 
Story #1 
SAMPLE RECORDING 
Free: 
----Colored picture, but not clear - trees and snow -
boy on top of hill - hopped on sled - movement of 
scarf - brown coat - blue stocking cap. 
Prompted a 
Snow covered fence - maple trees - boy alone -
9:30 a.m. - crispy day - could see boy's breath -
about 8 yrs. old - Subject right in picture, 
watching from the bottom of the hill - fence at 
bottom of the hill - boy hit this while sliding -
reminded subject of pictures he had seen in picture 
books. 
Changes 
Houses off to left around corner - couldn't see 
them, yet knew they were there. 
Story #2 
Free: 
----Black and white picture, clear - Benny on bridge -
care moving under - new care - boy dressed warmly -
feeling of wonderment about destination of cars. 
Prompted: 
Overpass - 2 lane tar road - ste.nding on side of 
road, couldn't see other side of bridge - cars 
moving both ways - heard car sounds - clear day -
long hill - Benny alone - cars on upper level too -
noontime - about 4G degrees temp. - Benny on 
upper road, subject on lower level - Benny had blue 
Story #'5 
hat and brown coat - couldn't see his pants or 
shoes because bridge railing in way. Benny felt 
sad. 
Change: 
ridge down middle of road - rail fence along side 
Free: 
-Clear and colored - saw beach, water, sand - light-
house - rock in water - island way out - waves on 
water - 4-5 kids - building sand castles. 
Prompted: 
Sand sloping - dunes close behind kids - all boys 
younger than me - 1 yellow, 1 red suit -no boats 
or people in water - rail around lighthouse - clear 
warm afternoon - mother on blanket listening to 
radio - calls to kids 11 Time to go. 11 
Change: . 
at first didn't see mother or radio 
Story #1+ 
Free: 
----Saw hill - road, and fence- boy's father in sled -
4 horses - pastures - icy snow on road - trees -
Jackie in brown coat. 
Prompted: 
Brown house - Jackie hazy, in open field - village 
and spire - fresh snow on trees - Uncle hazy, except 
for hat, earmuffs - going away from Jackie - light 
snow - village too far for details - about 25 degrees 
temp. 
Change: 
None. 
27 
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The following have been included to show clearly 
various responses and the difficulty of placing them in a 
set category. 
1. 11 I think it was this way -------. 11 
2. 11 I can 1t remember how it was in the story. 11 
). 11 The story said it was ------. 11 
4. 11 I always see very clear images. 11 
5· 11 I can't see anything, unless it's a story I 
like, or know something about." 
II 
1: 
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SCORING PROCEDURE 
The problem of scoring the preceding test results 
has been given much thought. The following scoring procedure 
evaluates both the free and prompted responses individually. 
The point value of one was assigned each of the 
following eight responses: color, black and white, sound, 
smell, taste, touch, motion and emotion. 
Each pupil was given eight opportunities to mention 
each of the above eight responses - one free and one prompted 
to each of four paragraphs. The total possible score for each 
response, therefore, is eight. 
The clarity of each image was determined and given 
the following values: one hazy, two fairly clear, three very 
clear, and four detailed. As previously stated, the pupil had 
eight opportunities to mention the clarity of each image, 
making the total possible score for hazy - eight, fairly clear -
sixteen, very clear - twenty-four, and detailed - thirty-two. 
Some pupils mentioned that their image was very clear 
and expressed exacting detail while others might be fairly 
~==-------- ------------- ~==-=::.c=+===;;' . == 
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clear and also detailed. Any combination of responses might 
be given. With this in mind, therefore, the grand possible 
total score might be one hundred twenty, no one however, 
received this mark. The highest mental image score as reported 
i n this teet was eighty-six, the lowest being eight. 
~----~------------------------............. ... 
I 
I 
Name 
Response 
Color 
Bl ack and 
White 
Sound 
Smell 
~ 
Taste 
Touch 
Motion 
Emotion 
Hazy 
Fairly_ Clear 
Very Clear 
Detailed 
SAMPLE SCORING TABLE 
TABLE 1 
Story 1 Story 2 Story 3 
Free Aided Free Aided Free Aided 
1 1 1 1 1 
X X X X X 
1 
X 
1 1 1 
X X X 
1 1 1 1 
X X X X 
1 1 1 
X X X 
1 
X 
2 2 2 2 
X X X X 
; 
X 
4 
X 
Storv 4 
Fr ee Aided 
1 1 
X X 
-
1 
X 
2 
X 
; 
X 
4 
X 
Total 
Poi nte 
7 
1 
3 
5 
3 
1 
10 
6 
8 
44 
II 
II 
II 
jl 
lj 
I 
I 
·I 
I 
I 
!! 
I 
I 
ll 
I 
I 
I 
q1· 
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IMAGE SCORE RATINGS 
The image scores were arranged in order from the 
highest to the lowest, and then set off into quartiles. Out 
of a possible one hundred twenty score points, the highest in 
this group of children received eighty-six, the lowest eight. 
The image scores have been given the following 
ratings. If their score fell within the third quartile, they 
rated superior; within the second quartile, very good; within 
the first quartile, fair. Any score below the first quartile 
was rated poor. 
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TABLE I-A 
IMAGE SCORE RATINGS 
Superior I 
I 
'I 
Very Good 
Fair 
Poor 
Q, - 17 Range - 78 
Central Tendency 4; 
"-
--
. ) 
1l 
I 
jl 
II 
G. A. 
Grade 7 
Grade 8 
l'lo. 
18 
16 
TABLE II 
CHRONOLOGICAL AGES 
/1.0 !l·b 11.·0 13.·6 13·0 
1 4 4 4 
0 0 0 4 
Mean C.A. 
Grade 7 12 - 5 
Grade 8 13 - 4 
3 
3 
SUBJECTS OF THE STUDY 
13·1> /'f.O 1"/· b 
2 0 0 
5 2 2 
The subjects of this study were thirty-four pupils 
of the seventh and eighth grades in Berkley, Massachusetts. 
Many are of foreign extraction, mainly of Portuguese descent. 
The chronological ages of the children range from eleven years, 
no months, to fourteen years, eight months. 
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TABLE III 
DISTRIBUTION 
OF PARENTAL OCCUPATIONS 
OWn Trades 
Business Laborers Farmers Man Misc. 
Grade 7 ; 6 2 6 1 
Grade 8 3 5 1 6 1 
The majority of parents ar e either laborers or 
tradesmen, although the town is a rural district . Included in 
the above there are four . store owners, one lumberman, one 
importer, three farmer s , one domestic worker, two mechanics, a 
meat-packer, one woman receiving State aid, one perpetually un-
employed, one painter, one blacksmith, one moulder, and the 
remainder laborers. ,, 
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CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
In an analysis of the following data, this study 
attempts to evaluate the following: 
1. The reported differences on the memory of 
illustrations, versus mental images. 
2. The importance of pupil interest in relation to 
imagery. 
;. The relationship between a child's image, and 
the child 1 s intelligence quotient. 
4. The constancy of i magery on the part of the child. 
5· The association with past experience on the 
effects of imagery. 
6. The possible preference for a person's own 
image over the illustration of an artist. 
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TABLE IV 
MASTER TABLE - GI RLS ' 
Girle 1 Story No. I Story No. 2 Story No. 3 Story No . 4 
Responses Free Prompted Free Pr ompted Free Prompt ed Fr ee Prompted 
Image 19 19 17 17 19 19 19 19 
No Image 
- -
2 2 
- - - -
Color 8 8 11 11 15 12 12 7 
Black and 
\'lhite 11 11 6 6 4 7 7 12 
Hazy 3 5 1 2 4 8 5 4 
Fairly 
Clear 12 9 14 11 12 7 8 10 
Very 
Clear 4 5 2 4 3 4 6 5 
Detail ed 7 7 5 8 5 7 8 7 
Motion 18 13 9 12 11 12 11 9 II 
Emotion 3 11 2 4 3 1 5 7 
Sound ? 6 4 8 l 7 - 2 
Smell 
- -
1 1 2 2_ 
- -
Taste 
- - - - - - - -
II ,, 
Touch 6 6 8 8 4 6 ? 9 
In 
Picture 1 6 2 7 5 6 1 4 
Watching 18 1? 15 10 14 13 18 12_ 
Change 
-
8 
-
8 
-
10 
-
11 
No 
Change 
-
11 
-
9 
-
9 - 8 
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TABLE V 
MASTER TABLE - BOYS 1 
Boys 1 Story No. 1 Story No. 2 Stozy No. _3 Story No. 4 
Re sponses Fre<J Pro~ted Free Prompted Free Prompted Free Prompted 
Image 12 12 14 14 14 14 13 13 
No Ima.ge 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 
Color 4 6 6 6 10 7 5 2 
Black and 
White 9 7 8 8 4 7 8 11 
Hazy 7 6 5 5 5 5 5 7 
Fairly 
Clear 5 3 5 4 6 5 5 _3 
Very 
• Clear 1 4 4 '5 ; 4 3 3 
Detailed 3 7 5 6 4 5 4 6 
Motion 9 9 11 9 10 9 6 8 
Emotion 2 2 1 2 1 4 2 _2 
Sound 
-
2 2 5 4 ; 2 _2_ 
Smell 
- -
2 
-
1 
- - -
Taste 
- - - -
1 2 
-
1 
Touch 
- 5 5 6 2 8 3 6 
In 
Picture 1 _2_ 2 6 1 4 1 2 
Watching 12 8 12 8 13 10 12 11 
Change 
- 7 - 6 - 8 - 5 No 
Change 
-
6 
-
8 
-
6 
-
8 
TABLE VI 
THE CONSTANCY OF IMAGES 
IN GRADES SEVEN AND EIGHT 
No. of Conetan1: 
Story No. Girls Image · Percent 
1 19 19 100 
2 19 17 89.5 
) 19 19 100 
4 19 19 100 
No. of Constant 
Stol"Y No. Boys Image Percent 
1 15 13 86.7 
2 15 14 93·3 
3 15 14 93·3 
4 15 13 86.7 
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TABLE VII 
NUMBER OF PUPILS 
REPORTING STORY INTEREST 
AS A DEFINITE RELATION TO IMAGERY 
No 
Number Relation Relation Percent 
Boys 
- 15 11 4 7?·? 
Girls - 19 16 3 84.4 
It is interesting to note that the four boys reporting 
no connection between interest and imagery are poor readers, 
whereas the three girls are good readers. However, no con-. 
e lusions can be drawn, as a number of poor readers reported a 
definite connection between story interest and imagery. 
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TABLE VIII 
THE REPORTED CHANGE OF IMAGES 
No. of 
Story No. Girls Change Percent 
1 19 8 42.1 
2 19 8 42.1 
3 19 10 52.6 
4 19 11 57·9 
No. of 
Story No. Boys Change Percent 
1 15 7 46.7 
2 15 6 4o.o 
3 15 8 53·3 
4 15 2 22·2 
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TABLE IX 
THE REPORTED RELATION OF 
IMAGES TO PAST EXPERIENCE 
No. of Past 
Story No. Girls Experience Percent 
1 19 10 52.6 
2 19 9 47-3 
2 19 11 57·9 
4 19 ; 15.8 
No. of Past 
Story No. Bovs Experience Percent 
1 15 9 60 
2 15 9 60 
; 15 7 46._]_ 
4 15 6 4o 
=r 
I 
I 
II 
'I 
II 
I 
I 
In the following comparisons, using the Rank-Order 
Correlation Method, the coefficient was found to be .15 for 
grade eight, and .19 for grade eeven. This is evidence of a 
negative relationship of an indifferent sort, and would only 
be two per cent efficient in forecasting. 
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TABLE X 
A COMPARISON OF MENTAL IMAGE SCORES 
X 
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If s 
VERSUS I . Q.'S IN GRADE SEVEN 
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TABLE XI 
A COMPARISON OF MENTAL IMAGE SCORES 
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TABLE XII 
THE PREFERENCE OF ILLUSTRATIONS 
VERSUS MENTAL IMAGES 
No. of Preferred 
Story No. Girls Own Image Percent 
1 19 5 26.3 
2 19 5 26.3 
3 19 4 21.1 
4 19 3 15.7 
No. of Preferred 
Story No. Boys Own Image Percent 
1 1'5 7 46.7 
2 1'5 6 4o.o 
3 1'5 6 4o.o 
4 15 6 4o.o 
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TABLE XIII 
PERCENT OF COLOR 
REPORTED 
IN FREE RESPONSES 
Stor:v No. Ima.gee Color 
1 ?2 12 
2 ?1 17 
? ?? 25 
4 ?2 27 
!, 
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Percent 
?7-2 
54·9 
75·8 
84.4 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the 
difference between mental image ability and the memory of 
associated illustrations in the seventh and eighth grades. II 
Four stories and four related pictures were presented to thirty- J 
four children in Berkley, Massachusetts. Each story, and each 
illustration was followed by free and prompted response on 
the part of the pupil. The average time for the total series 
per interview was one hour and fifteen minutes. 
The following conclusions were made from an analysis 
of the datal 
1. The majority of pupils prefer illustrations 
above their own mental images. 
2. That pupil interest in relation to a story is 
directly connected with image ability. 
;. That pupils reporting imagery in one instance, 
'rlill tend to be constant throughout. 
~. That direct relation to past experience is not 
reported as frequently as would be assumed. 
5· That a pupil 1 e intelligence has no direct bearing 
on image ability. 
6. The changing of mental images was reported in 
less than fifty per cent of the cases. 
7• Over fifty per cent of the pupils reported their 
images contained color. 
In further summarization, the investigator would 
like to evaluate the technique used. 
Due to the nature of this study and the necessity of 
introspection, the probability of error may be high. In some 
instances it was difficult for the investigator to determine 
readily whether the pupil actually saw an image, or whether 
the pupil was making it up. All of the pupils in the group 
were pre-tested in an attempt to familiarize them with the 
methode used. 
It is believed by the investigator that the majority 
I.lCld n \J iversity 
Schoo 1 of I\c uc o.t. i O'Q 
Library 
59 ,.., 
of pupils were honest, serious in their intent, and as a group 
enjoyed the experiment very much. There was only one instance 
of priming, and this was in regard to an illustration. One 
pupil stated: "I already know about this. One of the boys 
told me. It wouldn't be fa ir, if I didn't tell you." 
In rep orting changes in imagery, the investigator is 
inclined to believe that a good portion of the prompted response 
constitutes a change . The pupils deny this however. When 
asked 11ifuy didn 1t you tell me this before'l 11 , they would 
invariably answer "I forgot 11 , or 11 I knew it was there, but I 
didn ' t say anything, because I didn ' t think it was important." 
Changes in this study were recorded only if the pupil stated 
a definite change. 
The investigator found that pupils in their first 
encounter with imagery tended to give vague responses; however, 
their ability increased with each added selection and 
ill ustration. Here again it is difficult to accurately 
determine whether or not their image ability really increased, 
II 
or whether they were reporting back to the instructor what 
they thought was needed. Again it may signify that imagery is 
teachable. 
In the recording of memory responses of pictures, 
the investigator found that there was little left for the 
instructor to ask, after a pupil's free response. The 
majority reported accurately color and detail, although they 
could not visualize movement, or any of the other senses. 
The investigator believes that their accurate 
memory of illustrations may be due to their encounter with 
such all through the grades, both at home and in school. Their 
continuous contact with illustrated books, comics, television 
and movies would seem to verify the above statement. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
II 
CHAPTER V 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
1. Repetition of this experiment with stories and 
illustrations selected by the pupils. 
2. Repetition of this exper iment with a larger 
population. 
,, 
- I 
,. A more detailed study of sex differences in 
imagery. 
4. Further study t o evaluate the preference of 
illustrations over a persons own image. 
5· Further study to determine the constancy of 
'I pupil imagery. 
·I 6. Development of a definite scoring formula for 
pupil rating. 
1· Development of a teaching program for imagery 
in the middle and upper grades. 
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AMOUNT 
OF OUTSIDE READING 
OVER A TWO MONTH PERIOD 
Average No. 
Number Ree.d Percent 
Boys - 15 2.60 )8.4 
Girle - 19 6.)8 65.0 
58 
ORDER OF PREFERENCE 
IN STORY SELECTION 
IN GRADES SEVEN AND EIGHT 
15 Boys 19 Girls 
Adventure Romance 
Romance Western 
Western Mystery 
Mystery Adventure 
Comedy 
In this report the boys give Adventure number one 
place, whereas the girls assign it their last choice. The 
order in both columns, then coincides with Romance, Western, 
and Mystery. Comedy was not chosen by the girls. 
'I 
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REPORTED NUMBER OF PUPILS THAT 
LIKE TO READ FROM A TOTAL OF THIRTY-FOUR 
IN GRADES SEVEN AND EIGHT 
Like to Do Not 
Number Like Percent 
Read To Read 
Boys 
- 15 9 6 60.4 
Girls - 19 18 1 99-9 
I 
I 
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STORY II 
The care hummed down the long hill, and under the 
bridge on which Benney waa standing. He liked to come here on 
a warm spring day, and watch the busy cars skim over the road. 
Heat waves danced on the smooth concrete, and carried the 
familiar odors past his nose. He often tried to guess about 
each car, where it was going, and whyl 
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QUESTIONS FOR STORY II 
As you read the story, did you see any picture in 
your mind? 
Did you see the picture clearly? 
Free Response 
Tell me all you can about your picture. 
Prompted Response 
1. Did you see the hill? Does it look like any-
thing you have seen before? 
2. Could you eee any cars? 
;. Were the cars moving in your picture? 
4. Were you there, or just watching? 
5• What about the heat waves on the road? 
6. Did the cars make a noise? 
1· Can you describe the bridge? 
8. Were the cars headed toward you, or away? 
• 
II 
II 
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I 
Benny? 
Benny? 
9. Could you smell anything? 
10. \ihat time of day was it? 
11. Was Benny alone, or with someone? Were you 
12. Was it warm or cold? Winter or Summer? 
1). \t/hat colors did you see? 
14. Did you have any feeling about the picture, or 
15. Can you see anything else in the picture? 
16. Has the picture changed since we talked about it? 
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QUESTIONS FOR PICTURE II 
Can you still see the picture in your mind? 
Does this picture . look anything like the one you 
made in your mind, after you read the story? Which do you 
like better, this picture, or your own image? Why? 
Free Response 
Tell me all you can about the picture you just saw? 
I Prompted Response 
I 
r 1. Is there a long concrete road? 
II 
I 
2. Were there many cars, or just a few? 
,. Did this look like a spring day? 
4. Could you see a bridge in the picture? 
5· In what direction were the cars going? 
6. Does this look like anything you have seen or 
experienced before? 
7• Do you like the picture? 
8. What seems to stand out the clearest in your 
mind? 
II 
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STORY III 
Johnnie's mother had taken them to the beach for the 
afternoon. He and hie friends played in the cool drump sand, 
having a wonderful time. You could look up the beach and see 
the old lighthouse standing like a tall candle, clear cut 
against the blue sky. The smell of the ocean was clean and 
they all hated to think about going home! Why couldn't it last? 
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QUESTIONS FOR STORY III 
As you read the story, did you see any picture in 
your mind? 
Did you see the picture clearly? 
Free . Response 
Tell me all you can about your picture. 
Prompted Response 
1. Could you see the beach? Does it look like 
anything you have seen before? 
2. Could you see Johnny and hie friends? 
). Was hie mother there? 
4. How did they get to the beach? 
5· How many friends were with him? 
6. Could you feel the cool damp sand? 
1· Did the air mnell salty? 
8. Did you have any feeling about the picture? 
., 
1
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9. \iere you there, or just we.tching'l 
10. We.s there e. lighthouse in your picture? 
11. Whe.t time we.e it? 
12. We.e it very we.rm7 
1~. He.s the picture che.nged simce we te.1ked e.bout it? 
14. Ce.n you describe Johnny e.nd hie friends? Hie 
mother? 
II 
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QUESTIONS FOR PICTURE Il 
Can you still ee the pict re i n your mind? 
e s this picture look anything like the one you 
made in your mind after you read the story? Which do you like 
better, this picture, or your awn image? Why? 
Free Response 
Tell me all you can about the picture you just saw. 
Prompted Response 
1. What does the beach look like? 
2. Describe the lighthouse? 
). Do you think it was very warm? 
4. What colors did you see? 
5· Do you like the picture? 
6. Does this look like anything you have seen or 
experienced before? 
\ 
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7• What seems to stand out the clearest in your mind? I 
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STORY IV 
Jackie stood in the roadway and looked about him. 
The trees on the hillside were bare, and in between he could 
see the snow covered fields. His Uncle Ned was well down the 
road with the team and sled, moving slowly toward the nearby 
village. 
Jackie could see the t al l church spire standing close 
to the sky, a dull grey against the white of the snow. He 
hated to miss the ride with his Uncle to the village. It was 
always such fun! 
I• 
QUESTIONS FOR STORY IV 
As you read the story, did you see any picture in 
your mind? 
Did you see the picture clearly? 
» 
Free Response 
I 
Tell me all you can about your picture. 
'I 
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Prompted Response 
1. Did you see the hills, and the village? 
2. Was there much snow on the ground? 
;. Could you see Jackie and Uncle Ned? 
4. Was it very cold? 
5· What time of day was it? 
I , 6. Could you hear any sounds? 
I 7• Were you there, or just watching? 
I 
q 8. Was Uncle Ned very far away? 
11. How far was it to the village? 
12. Can you describe either Jackie, or Uncle Ned? 
1). Where was Jackie standing? 
14. Did you have any feeling about Jackie, or the 
picture? 
15· Was Je.ckie alone? 
16. Has the picture changed any since we talked 
about it? 
'I 
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QUESTIONS FOR PICTURE IV 
Can you still see the picture in your mind? 
Does this picture look anything like the one you 
made in your mind after you read the story? Which do you like 
better, this picture, or your own image? Why? 
Free Response 
Tell me all you can about the picture you just saw. 
Prompted Response 
1. Describe the village? 
2. Do yo~ think it is very cold? 
). Is there much snow? 
4. What colors did you see? 
5· Do you like the picture? 
6. Does this look like anything you have seen or 
experienced before? 
7• What seems to stand out the clearest in your 
mind? 
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Story #1 
SAMPLE RECORDING 
Free: 
----clear black and white picture - people eliding -
trees. 
Prompted a 
light snow - about 10 kids - own age - small hill -
trees not clear - Tommy slid down, and turned at 
bottom of hill - no sound, feeling, or colore -
clear, snow fresh - sun out - no temp. 
Change a 
None 
Story #2 
Free: 
Hazy, black and white - Benny standing under bridge -
oars moving - sunny day. 
Prompted: 
R.R. bridge over road - concrete road - many cars -
imagined heard horns - sound of tires, motors -
saw roadside stand - care moving in both directions -
warm day - Benny about 15 yre. - dressed in jeans 
and T-shirt - watching from side of road. 
Change: 
None 
Story #? 
Free: 
Hazy black and white - 2 people on sand - saw 
I 
I 
!I 
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whitecaps - lighthouse very faint - children 
younger than own age playing. 
Prompted: 
Story #4 
regulae beach - color of water - no idea of time, 
color, or feeling - small boy and girl with pail 
and shovel - cleat day- sure of lighthouse, but 
saw no details. 
Change: 
None 
Free: 
----Black and white picture - Jackie on side of road 
(right side) truck coming up road - Uncle in bend 
in road - far away - subject on road with hill on 
left. 
Prompted: 
Didn't see village - story took place out in woods -
6, 7 in. of snow - trees and hill - empty truck 
coming up road - could see team, but couldn't see 
sled or Uncle, other than hazy shape. clear day 
in afternoon. 
Change: 
None 
* * * * * * 
Story #1 
Free: 
----Clear picture - snow fell in night - pretty - sharp 
I 
air - boy going up hill - heard wind - boy lying 
down, scarf flying behind him- grin on boy's 
face - big hill. 
Prompted: 
Saw big trees, fir and oak - little snow - boy: 
snow suit, boots, red scarf, blue hat, own age, 
alone - street with houses, icy stream- p.m.-
cloudy- quiet- sled hazy- maybe few birds- boy's 
checks probably red - familiar, but just a picture -
subject watching scene. 
Change: 
One added person. 
Story #2 
Free: 
Hazy picture - big hill - many cars - bridge -
Benny on bridge - spring day - warm - smelled 
things. 
Prompted: 
2 lane road on way to Cape - overpass - small steep 
hill - warm - unsure of time - not clear on sides 
of road - black care coming toward me - no sounds -
subject watching, not in picture. 
Change: 
None 
Story #3 
Free: 
----Johnny on way to beach - playa in sand - saw 
lighthouse - ocean - not with friends. 
I 
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Prompted: 
Story #4 
Hazy beach - lighthouse not much like candle -
knew water was there - nice beach - noontime - 6 
friends with him- sunny day - saw ball, shovel -
no older people around - subject watching from a 
distance. 
Change: 
None 
Free: 
Jackie on hill - Uncle on way to town - church 
spire - snow covered trees and shrubs - fields 
far away - feeling of disappointment about missed 
ride. 
Prompted: 
Story #1 
snow and fields - town about 2 mi. away - big 
sled, 2 horses - no color - no details on 4ackie 
a.m., cloudy and chilly- saw church spire, no 
houses - like looking at a hazy picture - just 
watching. 
Change: 
None 
* * * * * * 
Free: 
Saw shinning snow trees -hill (Freemane') - black 
and white picture - clothes - movement of scarf -
only watching. 
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Prompted: 
Story #2 
Still watching - lots of trees - only saw part of 
hill boy slid down - sled hazy - saw only runners -
lying on sled - not sure about Tommy - only a shape -
Tommy alone - heard wind - felt wind and cold -
saw bottom of hill - had happy feeling. 
Change: 
vlatching from side of hill - knew there was water' 
but couldn 1t see it - Many trees - Tommy curved 
down hill - stopped. 
Free: 
----Clear picture - saw concrete road, cars, sides of 
grass - he ard hum of cars - Benny standing under 
bridge to side of road - R.R. bridge - cars going 
underneath - car smell. (fumes) 
Prompted: 
Subject watching Benny and cars from top of R.R. 
bridge - open fields on both sides of road - hill 
sloped down to bridge - road underneath and up 
other side - new cars - no color - only few - cars 
moved - heard tires hum - cars came toward him -
smell of spring and car fumes - about 11:00 A.M. -
hot - posts along road - Benny own a .e;e, blond 
(subject blond) jee.ns - play shoes - T-shirt (so 
must have been ward) no colors - enjoyed story -
would like to be there himself. 
Change: 
Posts, and fence along fields. 
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Story #? 
Free: 
Clear and colored - red and white umbrellas -
lighthouse - damp sand - many people - small waves 
like lake - smell of salt air. 
Prompted: 
Only watching -white lighthouse, like silo, few 
rocks. - 2 boys - couldn't see them clearly 
because too many people in way - boys own age 
running up and down sand - sloping - no grass -
ordinary bright day - no sun - afternoon - blond 
boys with trunks. 
Change: 
More people in water - one green suit - couldn't 
see mother - blue lake water - still ocean, but 
like lake - everyone talking - mother talking, but 
couldn't see her. 
Story #4 
Free: 
Saw clear black and white picture - dull surroundings 
grey sky - white church spire - snow and trees -
one horse team - Santa Claus sleigh - (at first 
theught summer day) Jackie hazy - Uncle Ned short 
and in sheep skin coat - coming toward me, on way 
to village (saw church before read about it in 
story) 
Prompted: 
Not much snow - couldn't tell color of house, but 
saw it - no sounds - bare trees - village on left -
pines by church ~subject standing in J ackies place 
had feeling of wishing he was there. 
Change: 
None --- liked story. 
~ 
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